OVERVIEW
Use social media to tell your clients why they should
download the app and how it will help them get more out
of their experience with your studio. Benefits for your
clients include:

SAMPLE FITGRID
CLASS APP
MESSAGING FROM
YOUR STUDIO’S
SOCIAL MEDIA

Personalization: When you join the app you’ll build a customized profile which makes our
instructors aware of any pains or injuries you may be experiencing. This helps our instructors
personalize class so you get more out of it.
Community: Connect with people at the studio and develop friendships with classmates you
see on Zoom or in the studio, but might not know. You can also see who’s in your classes and
easily invite friends who haven’t been to the studio before!
Discovery: Discover new classes or instructors at our studio based on which classes your
friends are taking. You might just find your new favorite teacher!Accountability: Fitness isn’t
just more fun with friends, it’s more effective, too. You’ll be notified when your friends sign up
for class so you’re motivated to join them.
Track Fitness Goals: The app automatically tracks your workouts and classes so it’s easier than
ever to hit your fitness goals.
Challenges + Events: Participate in studio challenges or events at the studio in a more
connected way. Instead of going through email or Facebook messenger you can communicate
with your team or group right here on the FitGrid Class App.

SAMPLE CAPTIONS
The FitGrid Class App is a brand new app so introduce it to your clients with a
description of what it is and how it will help them connect to their community and
reach their goals. Then, dive into additional benefits and specific ways your
community is using the app. Here are a few sample posts to get you started:

POST 1:
We love our community and are excited to share a new way to
connect with you -- the FitGrid Class App. With this new mobile
app, we can connect to each other and make our community
stronger than ever! Download it using the link below/in our
bio, and connect with us when you do.

POST 2:
Customizing our classes to you is something we love to do!
Help us do that by completing your profile in the FitGrid Class
App. When we can see what pains and injuries our members
have, we can offer better modification and cater class
specifically to your needs.

POST 3:
Do you miss the days of hanging out in the lobby after class?
We do too. That’s why we’re bringing our community onto the
FitGrid Class App. It helps us communicate with each other in
the ways we did pre-pandemic. Search for the [insert group
name] on the FitGrid Class App to connect with us anytime!

POST 4:
It’s try something new Tuesday. Try a new class, new teacher,
or workout with a new friend. Just open up the FitGrid Class
App and peruse our schedule to discover something or
someone new.

POST 5:
Let’s talk accountability. The holidays are coming and we know
it’s one of the hardest times to stick with our goals. So, let us
help you. Connect with [insert names] on the FitGrid Class App.

TIPS & IDEAS

Put the link in your bio or LinkTree so it’s
easy for your clients to find it
Screenshot your classes and groups and
include them in stories to show your clients
how to book your classes and join your
studio group
Tag specific instructors or clients who are
using the FitGrid Class App in posts and
prompt your clients to connect with them
Create mini social challenges and
icebreakers that encourage action on the
app, for example:
Invite a friend to class
Connect with a classmate after class
and set up a virtual coffee date
Join our studio group and post a fun
fact about yourself
Feature interviews or testimonials on your
IG stories with your instructors and clients
who are using the app and love it. Examples
include:
Instructor: I love being able to see your
pains and injuries because it helps me
customize class and offer relevant
modifications. This is even more
important in our virtual classes!
Client: The pop-up notifications of
when my friends sign up for class have
increased my attendance. It’s helped
me stay motivated which has been a big
challenge for me this year.
Tag @fitgrid_io and use the hashtag
#onthegrid for reposts and reshares!

Use a link (see list below) so it’s easy for
your clients to be directed straight to the
app store to download
Showcase a recent media mention of
FitGrid to show off the “cool factor” of
being on of the first studios on this app
Host a Facebook LIVE to tell your clients
first hand why your studio is using the app
Hosting a fitness challenge or virtual
event? Add the FitGrid Class App to your
communication strategy and promote it in
your event promotion

RELEVANT LINKS
FitGrid Class App Landing Page
App Store
Google Play
Runner’s World Feature
Business Insider Feature

